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Introduction

In 1969, when I was sixteen years old, my best friend’s aunt gave me Yoga, Youth and 
Reincarnation by Jess Stearn. Having been trained as a dancer, I could easily fit my 
body into the yoga postures illustrated in the book, and I enjoyed the exhilarated state 
generated by the breathing exercises. Within a year, I found the first of  my many yoga 
teachers and soon read Be Here Now by Ram Dass, working my way through the list 
of  transformational books he recommended. As a teenager I was struggling with the 
perennial questions of  “Why are we who we are?” and “If  we are not satisfied with 
who we are and how our lives are unfolding, what can we do about it?” The path of  
yoga and meditation led me to look for the answers to these questions within myself. 
Yoga teaches us that our minds are aspects of  the infinite, eternal, creative conscious-
ness of  the universe, and gives us the tools to remove the illusions and confused ideas 
that prevent us from realizing this sacred truth. There is no greater treasure than 
knowing ourselves, and no greater gift than to learn the techniques that will enable us 
to do this. It is very exciting to have the opportunity to pass on some of  the incredible 
practices I have learned over the past 35 years from my teachers.
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The wisdom developed through thousands of  years of  yoga practice and contained 
within this book and guided CD will give you powerful tools to understand how your 
mind functions, and how and why you create the relationships and situations that 
exist in your life. You will begin to understand what is stopping you from reaching 
your fullest potential, and how to prevent the loss of  your mental, emotional, and 
intellectual energy to negative situations and unhealthy interactions with others. You 
will learn how to develop your own inner sources of  creativity and personal power, 
enabling you to transcend patterns of  behavior that hold you back. Yoga helps to 
clear away your misconceptions about who you are, and helps you understand how 
social, cultural, and familial bonds keep you from seeing the true depths of  your 
spiritual being.

This integrated book and CD learning program focuses on the electromagnetic 
infrastructure of  the mind and body known in yoga as the chakras. For centuries 
the mystics, scholars, and yogis of  India have explored, mapped out, and created 
techniques for working with the dimensions of  consciousness contained within the 
chakras. These time-tested and proven methods provide effective ways to open, bal-
ance, and awaken the chakras, enhancing the evolution of  human awareness. This 
process is equivalent to rewiring the nervous system to handle higher voltages and 
more powerful currents of  awareness. The practices included in this program are easy 
to learn, invigorating, and extremely powerful, producing peace of  mind, improved 
physical health, and spiritual growth. 

The first two chapters of  the book provide an overview of  the seven chakras and 
how they function. The following seven chapters explore in depth the realms of  infor-
mation embodied in each chakra. Each chapter includes instruction on the use of  the 
geometric image of  the chakra, the yantra. This is a power diagram of  wholeness and 
integration that tunes you into the deepest spiritual dimensions of  the chakra.

Chapter Ten details the specific instructions for the breathing, visualization, and 
chanting practices on Tracks One through Seven on the enclosed CD. Please be sure 
to read the brief  description of  each practice before listening to the recording. The 
seventh practice on the CD is a traditional purification meditation that opens, clears, 
and balances the chakras, awakening the powerful life force residing at the base of  
the spine. This awakened energy further activates the chakras, sweeping you into new 
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dimensions of  experience and awareness. Your state of  consciousness determines 
what your life experiences will be, and as consciousness expands, your understanding 
of  every aspect of  life will also. The final chapter is a short overview of  the lineage of  
yoga teachers that have passed this information down to us over the last 5,000 years. 
I have also included a list of  resource books for those who wish to learn more.

This program offers the energy practices that underlie my work as a creative artist. 
They are the source of  my inspiration and creativity, and have brought me success 
as a performer, recording artist, and author. Commitment and consistency in pur-
suing these techniques will give you the means for connecting to the ultimate and 
highest source of  your own being. You will have more clarity about the purpose of  
your life, and the necessary tools to help you pursue the path you choose. May this 
be the beginning of  a spiritual transformation that will sustain you for the rest of  
your life.
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The Seven Dimensions of  Reality

SInce the begInnIng of  time, wisdom traditions have told us there are seven 
heavens, seven planes of  experience, or seven dimensions of  consciousness that we must 
journey through to enter into the totality of  our luminous awakened Self. This sacred, 
realized, essential, eternal, or higher Self  is the deepest core of  our consciousness that is 
in touch with the creative source of  all life. The total or true Self  directly experiences its 
primal connection with everything, and is conscious of  the unity and structure of  cre-
ation. The renowned psychotherapist, Carl G. Jung, spoke of  the archetype of  the higher 
Self  as the blueprint for all of  humanity as well as for each individual human being. This 
blueprint of  the mind’s infinite potential is waiting in the depths of  our unconscious to 
be brought forth into the world. As the blueprint unfolds, the force of  the awakening Self  
inspires, motivates and guides our evolution into higher dimensions of  awareness.

This archetypal journey is an internal, spiritual passage through the dimensions 
of  our own consciousness that shifts our sense of  identity away from the social or 
personal self  (focused on the physical body and our individual mind) to this sacred 
Self. The yogic tradition details this journey through seven spheres of  energy and 

the Seven dImenSIonS of realIty
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information known as the chakras. The word chakra comes from Sanskrit, the ancient 
language of  India, and translates as “circle,” “wheel,” or “vortex of  energy.” The chakra 
system is the electromagnetic structure of  our consciousness, created by the flow of  
our life force through the mind and body. The chakras are the intersections of  energy 
and consciousness located along the main energy channel flowing from the upper brain 
to the base of  the spine, and regulating our physical, mental, and emotional states. 

Each chakra represents a realm of  thoughts, emotions, desires, goals, and ideals. 
The first chakra at the base of  the spine is concerned with physical survival. Moving 
up the spine, the second chakra in the lower abdomen is concerned with relationships, 
the third chakra at the navel with our place in the world, the fourth chakra at the heart 
center with the power of  compassion and love, the fifth chakra at the throat with the 
power of  communication of  ideas of  truth and beauty, the sixth chakra in the center 
of  the brain with the power of  meditative and cognitive awareness, and the seventh 
chakra at the crown of  the head with the realization of  our spiritual Self. The process 
of  awakening the chakras and moving our awareness up from the first chakra to the 
seventh chakra is our journey back to the infinite potential of  the highest Self.

If  the flow of  our life energy and consciousness is blocked at any point within the 
chakras or the channels through which the energy flows to the chakras, this will have a 
profound effect on our physical and mental health, how we see ourselves and others, how 
we operate in the world, and our ability to manifest our highest potential. In this pro-
gram you will learn what causes blockages in the chakras and how to open, balance, and 
activate them, bringing the energetic system of  the mind and body to an optimal state  
of  functioning. 

We perceive reality through the chakra in which our awareness is most habitually 
concentrated. In most cases, our awareness is usually fixated in the first, second, or 
third chakras, or dispersed among those three. Located at the base of  the spine, the 
first chakra, Muladhara, is where all the vast potential of  our life force lies coiled and 
waiting to be awakened. The activation of  this energy through yoga practices is the 
beginning of  the evolutionary journey through the chakras. 

Muladhara is the root center of  physical experience and the instinctive issues and 
fears of  this chakra revolve around security, food, and shelter—the fundamental con-
cerns of  biological survival. Psychologically, the first chakra is a self-centered place. 
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Here we are concerned with our own thoughts and feelings, sometimes to the point of  
neglecting those around us. The world appears as a reality to be conquered, controlled, 
acquired, and hoarded. Our survival and possessions come first, and we identify with 
the money and material things we accumulate. Unbalanced first chakra issues arising 
from insecurities about our basic needs are often the driving forces behind jealous and  
violent behavior.

Anxieties and fears surrounding the ability to provide for life’s necessities can eas-
ily take over the mind. Fear of  the future, low self-esteem, diminished vitality, and 
depression characterize an unenergized or unbalanced first chakra. Deep-seated inse-
curities about the future and the present lead us to feel that the world is not safe and 
that we must protect ourselves and what we have from outside enemies. First chakra 
fears are frequently used to keep us within accepted norms. If  we announce that we 
are going to pursue our dreams rather than maintain the status quo, family and friends 
often quickly warn, “You will end up alone and broke.” More dreams are abandoned 
due to first chakra fears than anything else.

Protecting family, home, and food supply from outsiders has always been a central 
issue that societies have to address. History is often the story of  one group taking 
exactly those things away from another group, so the concerns are extremely valid. Yet 
leaders on every level, from the family to the government, often seize on less-than-
conscious first chakra issues to frighten, polarize, and gain control of  others. 

An activated and well-functioning first chakra enables us to detach from identifying 
the self  with material reality. We can make sure that we have what we need, but we no 
longer define ourselves by what we have. As the Muladhara chakra is energized and 
balanced, we gain a security that is not related to the material world. We become much 
less susceptible to control by others through first chakra fears. Security is a state of  con-
sciousness. If  we feel secure within ourselves, we are able to meet whatever life brings 
us with serenity, knowing that we can take care of  ourselves or seek appropriate help  
to survive. 

Sexual energy, fantasy, pleasures, and desires for relationships dominate our aware-
ness at the second chakra, Svadisthana, located in the pelvic region. The main motivation 
of  the second chakra is to make sure desires are satisfied. Seeking pleasure through 
food, drink, drugs, and sexual encounters can become a mesmerizing obsession. 
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Svadisthana’s negative qualities—lust, anger, greed, delusion, pride, and envy—devel-
op from a sense of  possessiveness. These emotions arise as a result of  trying to main-
tain control over people and things that are sources of  pleasure. As the second chakra 
comes into balance, we can detach from these emotions, avoiding the disturbances they 
cause. Rather than concentrating on others as sources of  fulfillment, we shift the focus 
to ourselves and our creativity, freeing up energy for intellectual and artistic pursuits. 
An illuminated second chakra often produces artists, poets, musicians, writers, dancers,  
or inventors. 

Svadisthana chakra, the seat of  the collective and individual unconscious, acts as 
a storehouse of  karma, past lives, and the effects of  our experiences in this life. It is  
the primary repository of  the samskaras, the conditioned patterns of  response that 
drive our behavior. 

The samskaras can be understood as the personality patterns we inherit at birth 
along with the conditioning process that occurs as life unfolds. Each action, thought, 
emotion, and experience we have leaves a subtle impression that shapes our conscious-
ness. Many of  these impressions get pushed into forgetfulness by the continuing 
unfolding of  our life, but they leave residues of  their consequences in the mind. 
These subconscious imprints color all of  our responses, states of  mind, emotions, 
attitudes, and expressions of  character, causing us to act and respond in certain set 
patterns of  behavior. The samskaras are responsible for many of  the blockages in our 
chakra energy system.

Yoga practices serve to remove this habitual world from the mind and the block-
ages in our consciousness by dissolving the samskaras. Practicing yoga, meditation, 
and pranayama (rhythmic breathing exercises) creates new, beneficial routines that clear 
the subconscious, promote clarity, and allow the free flow of  energy through the 
chakras. It becomes easier to avoid old cycles of  emotional turmoil, freeing energy to 
create new, positive patterns of  behavior that bring contentment and peace. 

Instinctive territorial and dominance drives come strongly into play at the Manipura 
chakra, found at the solar plexus. We see these innate behaviors in many species 
around us. In nature, territory must be defined and defended to ensure survival. Yet 
we can become conscious of  these drives and harness them in a balanced way without 
becoming domineering or being dominated. Balancing the issues and energies of  this 
chakra allows us to learn how to set and respect healthy boundaries. 
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Fire and intellect dominate the third chakra personality, who moves toward person-
al goals—without always considering the consequences—in an extremely competi-
tive, assertive, and courageous manner. When the unbridled passions of  this chakra 
dominate, family and friends can be sacrificed in the intense push to gain power, 
respect, and recognition. Out-of-balance Manipura energy can result in a person 
willing to wipe out the competition to achieve his or her ends. Control of  others is 
maintained through the threat of  anger, vengeance, and violence. Carl G. Jung noted, 
“We still have to be polite to people to avoid the explosions of  Manipura.”1 There 
is never enough fame, fortune, power, and command over others and the physical 
environment to satisfy the out-of-control third chakra personality. 

Most of  us, including the world’s political leaders, have been operating from the 
first three chakras’ fears and concerns for thousands of  years. To transcend these 
life-threatening—indeed planet-threatening—modes of  behavior, we must become 
aware of  how underlying fears rule our lives, keep us within safe and acceptable social 
norms, and prevent us from connecting to the sacred Self. It is essential to raise  
our conscious awareness up from the lower three chakras into the fourth chakra, the 
heart chakra. 

When we reach the heart chakra, Anahata, the seat of  the higher emotions of  
love, compassion, kindness, and empathy, we set foot on a powerful spiritual path. 
Consciously centering our energy, thoughts, and actions in the heart helps us tran-
scend the lower chakra issues that could mesmerize us forever. Realized teachers have 
always taught that compassion and lovingkindness for all beings is the path to libera-
tion. As we dissolve any blockages to unconditional love, the journey into the upper 
chakras begins. 

The fifth chakra, Vishuddha, is situated in the region of  the throat. This chakra’s 
power is to verbalize and communicate information received from all of  the other 
chakras. As the ruler of  the organs of  speech, a purified and activated throat chakra 
gives an inspiring authority and beauty to the voice. The power of  communication in 
the fifth chakra also allows us to receive and understand information from our dream 
states. When awareness rises to this chakra, we experience simplicity of  thought, 
detachment, and serenity. The motivating desire is for solitude in which to meditate.

The sixth chakra, Ajna, found at the top of  the spine in the middle of  the brain, 
represents the highest expansion of  intellectual powers and meditative states of  
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awareness. This seat of  intuition and clairvoyance knows the past, present, and future. 
The only remaining desire is for complete union with the ultimate awareness of  the 
seventh dimension of  consciousness, the Sahasrara. 

As the life force is awakened at the first chakra, the transformational fountain of  
energy rising up through each of  the chakras culminates in the sparkling union of  
the individual self  with the source of  infinite consciousness at the seventh plane, the 
Sahasrara. Not actually a chakra, but often referred to as one, Sahasrara, experienced 
at the crown of  the head, is the source of  all reality. The chakras as energy matrixes 
belong to the realm of  the mind and body. This center is the mediating point between 
the mind/body and higher realities. At the Sahasrara, the socially conditioned self-
image of  the ego dissolves completely into the primordial awareness of  the eternal 
sacred Self. 

A 1,000-petaled lotus symbolizes this transcendental union with the infinite intel-
ligence of  the universe. The Sahasrara is formless and with form, yet untouched by 
form, beyond form. It is everything, and it is nothing. At this level of  consciousness, 
the illusion that one is an individual entity fades into the knowledge that all things are 
aspects of  the One. As a result of  the unification of  the chakras with the source of  
creation, all desires dissolve into an extending, unbounded state of  awareness. In the 
yogic tradition, this state is traditionally known as nirvana or the Realized Self. 

To begin this journey, we will study the issues and energies of  each chakra. We 
will learn traditional yoga practices to clear our minds, balance the energies in the 
chakras, and begin to raise our awareness to higher levels. These practices remove 
energetic obstacles and blockages, shifting our sense of  identity from the personal 
self  to the eternal Self. The resulting free flow of  energy dissolves the troubling and 
repressed memories of  the past, cleansing the mind of  anxiety and tension. The tis-
sues and cells of  the body and brain are transformed and revitalized, creating a radi-
ant mind and body. Intuition increases, along with a heightened understanding of  the 
subtle forces that structure reality, enabling us to make better decisions. Feelings of  
satisfaction and serenity increase, and we develop a sense of  quiet detachment from 
the whirl of  everyday events. We move ever closer to union with the imperishable, 
innermost Self.




